The cases I and II will be treated in the present paper, the cases III and IV in a further paper. We shall deal with approximation both in the sense of convergence in mean with index p (0<p< oo) and in the sense of uniform convergence (p= °o). The order of the approximating integral functions will be required to be finite and to be as small as possible. Whenever in an infinite^) interval a given function is approximated by integral functions of order p then it can also be approximated by integral functions of any order p'>P ( §5). The "best possible" value of p is unity in problem I, while it is one-half in problem II ( § §6-8) . Therefore the integral functions of finite types of the orders p = 1 and p = \ play a dominant part in the results. Problem 11 presents the greatest difficulties. It will, in substance, be reduced to problem I, for Kp< oo, however, by means of the approximation by rational functions ( §7). The problem of "best approximation" will be treated in §9, and a generalization of problem I in §10. A number of auxiliary results will be needed, some of which are possibly of interest in themselves.
They will be proved first ( § §2-4), in order to simplify the presentation of the main results. By (0</3< oo) we denote the set of integral functions F(z) such that I F(z)\ <Ale^+^'-(At=A(e)) for any €>0, by G("> the set of integral functions of order not greater than p. We write Gß for G$\ Evidently G{^>Gya) when 0 <p <cr.
2. Generalization of a Hardy theorem and of a Plancherel-Polya theorem.
Lemma l.LetO<pj< <*>,and letfj{z) be analytic for \z\ =P(j = l,2, • • ■ ,n). Then, for 0 < r = R, /» 'J.7T n T,\Mre{*) \"idcb is a monotone increasing function of r, and log Wir) is a convex function of log r.
For n = 1 the result is due to G. H. Hardy(4). The general case can be de- Lemma 2. Let F(z)£Ga and F(t) be bounded in (-<*>, co). Then, for -<» <y< <x>, I F(x+iy) \ g,eaM \ Fit)] coLemma 2'. Let P(z) be a polynomial, let F(z)£Ga, let 0<p<&> and P(t)\F(t)\"GLi(-oo, oo). Then (a) P(t) I F(t) I * -> 0 as t -* ± oo, I P(x + ry) I I F(x + iy) \»dx =" e^i"' J | P(0 \ \ F(t) \"dt.
-co J -00
For 0<y< oo, Lemma 2 is proved by applying a Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem^) to the function ei(a+<)zF(z) (e>0) first in both quadrants of the upper half-plane, and then in the upper half-plane, and finally by letting «-»0. For P(z) = l, Lemma 2' has been proved by M. Plancherel and G. P61ya(7); the general case can be deduced in a similar way, starting from the inequality 1 /•*». I P(z0) I I *0o) |p = -I P(zo + re4*) | | $(z0 + re**) \"d<j>, 2ttJ o where 4>(z) is regular for |z -z0| =r. This inequality is a simple application of Lemma 1.
3. On the spaces Ga.p and G^.Letp and a be fixed (0<£ = oo,0<a< oo). By Ga,p or G^2) we denote the set of functions/(z), belonging to Ga or G£1/2) and such that/(/)££* (-oo, oo) or Lp(0, oo), respectively.
Lemma 3(8). Let fn(z)£.Ga,p (n = l, 2, ■ • • ) arad | fm(t) -fn(t) \ p->0 as m>n-»oo. FAera /Aere is ow element f(z) of Ga,p such that \f(t) -/"(/) | p-»0 as «-»CO.
Lemma 3'. FAe preceding result holds when Ga,p is replaced by G^1,2, and
The lemmas do not hold whenever the order p of the integral functions is greater than 1 or 5, respectively(9).
(6) Aufgaben und Lehrsätze aus der Analysis, Berlin, 1925, vol. I, pp. 143, 144, nos. 302, 310. We start from the lemma: Let /;,*(*) 0 = 1,2, ■ • • , m; k = 1, 2, ■ • • , n) be regular and \f,,k(z) \ be one-valued in the closed domain D, let 0 <pj< oo. Then the function 23t_il/i.*(2) I Pl|/2,*(z) I "s • * * l/m.*(z)| attains its maximum value on the boundary of D.
(6) E.g. E. C. Titchmarsh, The theory of functions, Oxford, 1932, p. 177. (') Comment. Math. Helv. vol. 10 (1937 -1938 , § §27-30.
(8) For p = oo, the result is equivalent to the Bernstein Theorem 13. (9) Let p>l or p>J, respectively, be fixed, let f{t) be continuous for -lg/gl and /(/) =0 for 11 \ ä 1. Then/(J)
is not equivalent to an integral function in (-oo, co) nor in (0, oo).
On the other hand, by Theorem 3(b), §6, and by the argument of §5, there are integral functions g"(z) of the type unity of the order p, approximating to/(Z) in (-oo)or(0, oo), respectively, as »-> oo ; therefore | gm(l) -g"{t) \ p-*0 or \\gm(t) -gn(/)||p-»0. For p= oo and £<pSl, how-Let/,(z)£G«,f. In consequence of the hypothesis, there is a constant A, independent of n, such that \f"(t) \ P<A, and a function ££, ( -oo, oo) The case/"(z)GGi1/2) is more difficult. Taking P"(z) =/"(z2), P"(z) is an even function and belongs to Ga. By this transformation, the result for p= oo is readily deduced from the corresponding result on Ga. Let now 0<p< oo, and P"(z) =/»(z2). Then we have
We have to prove the existence of an even function P(z)GG" such that I { F(t) -Fn(t)} 11\ 1/p| p->0 as »-» oo. In consequence of the hypothesis, there ever, we can prove: Let /,(!)£G^, let y = 2ir -wp~1, let C consist of two straight lines starting at the origin and making the angle y between them, and let, uniformly for z on C,fm(z) -/"(z)->0 öi m>«-» oo. Then there is an element f(z) of G^ such that, uniformly on C,/"(z) ->/(z) as n-* oo . of n, such that |z| | F"(z)\p^A' for |z| £1. By the maximum-modulus theorem, we have | Fn(z)| P^A' for |z| Therefore, for |z| gl, we have |^(z)| ^.4'|z|* which shows that F(z) =z~k^(z) is an integral function. Since zkFn(z)^>^(z), from (3.5) and (3.3) we deduce that (z) and, therefore, F(z) belong to Ga. We are left to show that F(t) = #(*) in (-oo, oo). Let M be any positive number, and E be the set consisting of the two intervals ( -M, -M~l) and (M~l, M). By the uniform convergence of the sequence {zkFn(z)}, we have
as w->oo. Hence F(t) = ^(i) in £ and, therefore, in (-oo, oo), and F(t) is an even function; so is, therefore, F(z). We remark that, in the terminology of S. Banach, Ga,p and G"/v2) are (B) spaces for 1 ^£=? oo ("). For 0<p<l, they are (F) spaces if the distance of an element /(z) from the null-element is defined by |/(<)|p or ||/W||j>> respectively.
4. Further basic lemmas. Lemma 4. Let k(z)GGY Let l^p^oo, liSg=<», p_1+g_1=l and
-00
FAew g"(z) belongs to Ga.
Proof. Let p'=p/(p -l). Then we have p'^q and, by Lemma 2'(a), k(/) GLj)' (-00 > 00) • By Lemma 2' (b), we have I. The interval ( -°°, 00). Here the theorem is a corollary of a result due to V. G. Iyer(12). It can also be deduced from the Lemmas 2'(a) and 2 by means of the Liouville theorem.
II. The interval (0, oo). Since p<\, we have g"(z)GG01/2). Hence the even function F(z)=g"(z2) belongs to G0. Since gn(t)(ELp(0, oo), we have \t\ I/pP"(0GLp(-oo, oo) and, therefore, F"(0£LP(-°°> oo). We can again employ the Lemmas 2'(a) and 2, which proves the theorem. is well known to be an integral function of the type unity of the order A-1. Let 0<e<l-A. Then, uniformly in the angle (7r/2)(A+e) _arg z^27r -(tt/2)(A+ e), we have Hence | /(0 -g«(0 | j>~>0 as a-* oo , and obviously g"(z) GG«. To prove Theorem 3(c), we take, for instance,
Since k(z) and, by (6.1), /(0, with k=l, satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 5, the function g"(z), defined by (4.1), belongs to Ga. We have K{at)\f{x) -/((+ *)}<//.
Hence, by (6.1), I k(«0 I I < = ■4a_r I I i{t)tr I d/, which tends to zero as a-■* oo, uniformly for -oo <Cx < oo. This completes the proof of the assertions concerning the interval ( -°o, oo).
As an application of Theorem 3(c) we obtain the following result: Let 0 < r < 1, and let zr be uniquely defined by arg z = 3x/2. Then f can be approximated by functions ga(z)GGa (0<a->co), uniformly in ( -oo , 00 ).
The result follows immediately from the inequality | t[ -%\ =i21_r| t\ -h \T-It holds for 0<r<oo, and the corresponding result holds for the interval (0, oo), with ga(z)GG«/2); this will be shown in the paper indicated above. We remark that, for r^l, 2, 3, • • • , tT cannot be approximated by rational functions in (-«, oo) or (0, oo). II. The interval (0, oo). This case is, for £>=°o, readily deduced from the corresponding result for the interval (-so, oo). We have to take into consideration that F.(t) =f(t2) is an even function and, therefore, 1 c°° 1 -cos a(t -z)
is an even function as well. Let now p = l and again F{t) =/(/2). Then tF(t)ELi( -», co). Replacing F(/) by JF(0 in (7.1), we see that 7a(z) is an odd function, and that | tF{f) -ya(t) \ i-»0 as a-> oo. Taking g"(z) = z~1/27<,(z1/2),
we have ga(z) GG<1/2) and ||/(/) -g«(f)||i-»0 as a-+co.
For the further investigation, we need Lemma 9(16). The sequence {n-~ll2(i-t)n(i+t)-n-1} (n = 0, ±1, +2, • • • ) is a complete orthonormal system with respect to Lp(-oo, oo) for Kp< oo.
Consequently (16), for \ <p< oo, any element/(i) GLj,(0, oo), can certainly be approximated, in the mean of order p, by finite linear forms of the (* -t)n(i+t)~"~1.
Therefore we need only show, that, given e>0 and any integer n, there is an element g"(z) GGi1/2) such that \\(i-t)n(i+t)-n-1 -ga(t)\\p <e, or that there exists an even function 7a(z)GG" such that /"!(*-t2)n -T«00
Let k(z) be defined by (7.2), and let (i -f2) K\a(t -z)-a7.
-" (i + i2)»+i Then, for a^A = A(e), we have H. KOBER [July Hence | <j>a{x) >0 as a-»°o ; consequently, for some ct>A, we have (7.6) I (i -f) n{i + <*)-1 -tga{t) \, < «.
By Holder's inequality, from (7.5) and (7.6) we deduce (7.4). For, taking I x| M * = J I fell xI l.feUlxj* < « • Thus we have proved the theorem for 1 ^p < ». The case 0 < 1 is treated as the corresponding case in (-®, oo). 8. Uniqueness.
By the argument used in Theorem 2, it is evident that the sets of approximating functions, occurring in Theorems 3(a)-(c), are not at all unique. We can construct approximating functions of order p = 1 or p = 5, respectively, with types tending to infinity, even when fit) reduces to a nulUfunction.
Certainly for f(t)£HLp(-oo, oo) or £LP(0, oo), however, the types tend necessarily to infinity provided that f{t) is not equivalent to a constant or to an integral function of finite type of the order p = l or p = £, respectively. We can prove TheoremI gajt) -*«"(/) Ip->0 or \\gaJt) -gan{t)h-*0 as m>«->oo. By Lemma 3, the g«"(z) converge to a function F(z) belonging to Gc+t or Gc(+2), respectively. We can take e-»0. Evidently F{t)=f{t) which proves the theorem.
9. The problem of best approximation. Let/(/)£LP( -oo, oo), and let «0(z) be an arbitrary element of Ga,P ( §3).
(1S) ftr = lim su max| .|", (log | g" (a) | /r).
Denoting by E the set of elements A(z) of Ga such that \f(t) -h{t) \ P^A0 = |/(0 -ho(t) I p, by the argument of §3 we deduce that, uniformly for h{z) ££, \h(z) \ <AxeaM. By a well known argument(19) we can now deduce the required result, using the Lemmas 3, 3' and, in the proof of the last assertion of the theorem, Minkowski's inequality. The interval (0, oo) can be dealt with in a similar way. -OO " -00
Consequently /OO /» 00 00 I f{x) -h(x) \Hx = I I /(*) -Daf\2dx +1 I F>a/ -A(x) |2rf*.
-00 " -0O " -00
The right side is greater than \fix) -Daf\22 when h{x) is different from Daf, which proves the theorem. It can be shown that there exists a constant a = 2 such that, for a<p< oo and for 1 <p <a(a -I)-1, Daf is not a function of best approximation of fit).
10. A generalization of problem I. Let C be a point set possessing the following properties: (i) There exists an integral function w=3>(z) which maps C on the real axis of the z-plane in a one-to-one correspondence.
(ii) The inverse function z=1Jf(w) is continuous in ( -oo, oo).
(19) J. L. Walsh, loc. cit., chapter 12.
(20) E.g., E. Hille, loc. cit. footnote 14, §5.
- (21) Fourier transforms in the complex domain, Amer. Math. Soc. Colloquium Publications, vol. 19, 1934, pp. 12-13. 
